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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The aim of this document is to review, analyse and summarise the route options for concept design developed as
part of the St Newlyn East to Carland Cross cycle route. The route has been divided into different sections, and a
plan showing the extents of these sections in included in Figure 1 below.

2. St Newlyn East to Carland Cross Route
Assessment
2.1 Route Description
During the concept and preliminary design stage, a route was identified based upon the information provided in the
Arup Feasibility Report (HA551502-ARP-ENM-SW-RP-LE-000010) which is included in Appendix A.. The route
has been broken down into sections with identifiers being the initials of locations on the route (NC = St Newlyn
East to Carland Cross) and numbers being used to identify changing sections. The different sections are shown in
Figure 1 below. The proposed cycle route from St Newlyn East to Carland Cross is based on the Arup report Option
2. This route would provide a longer ‘traffic free’ section.

©Crown Copyright and database rights [2017] Ordnance Survey [AL 100049047]. You are not permitted to use this data solely to enable you to
respond to or interact with the organisation that provided you with the data. You are not permitted to copy, sub-licence or sell any of this data to
third parties in any form

Figure 1: St Newlyn East to Carland Cross Route Sections
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2.1.1

NC-01: St Newlyn East and Halt Road

The first section of the route runs through a residential area in St Newlyn East, starting at The Cross. The route
starts at a loose granular material path which leads to the residential estate roads. This path will be shared with
resident cars; however, the vehicular usage is low. This section will need to be resurfaced taking into account the
vehicular usage.

Figure 2: Start of route off The Cross

Figure 3: Route along residential estate roads

The route along the residential area will be on carriageway, where the surface is formed of block paving, found in
good condition. The route continues along Halt Road where cyclists will remain on carriageway. The speed limit
along Halt Road changes from 30mph to national speed limit to the north of Ventonarren Vean. The width of the
carriageway along Halt Road varies from 7m at its widest point to 4.5m at its narrowest and is bounded by Cornish
hedges on both sides. The existing pavement condition is found to be poor during the site visit.

Figure 4: Change in speed limit along Halt Road

Figure 5: Deteriorated pavement along Halt Road
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2.1.2

NC-01: Ventonarren Farm road to Nanhellan Cottage

Instead of continuing along Halt Road as per original Arup’s proposal, the route will follow the road starting at
Ventonarren Farm. The width of this road varies from 2.7 to 5.8m and is bound by Cornish hedges on both sides.
This road has a sharp change in alignment at Nanhellan Cottage, where it continues south. Visibility at this location
around the corner is extremely limited due to 90 degree bend in the road. The on-road section of route ends at the
start of the signed Public Right of Way(PRoW) which continues eastbound.

Figure 6: Farm track and Cornish hedges
2.1.3

Figure 7: Limited visibility at Nanhellan Cottage

NC-02: Public Right of Way across Lappa Valley Railway and East Wheal Rose

This section of route follows an existing public right of way which uses a narrow footpath surrounded by vegetation
and is raised above ground level on an embankment/Cornish hedge. This narrow footpath is currently 1.6-1.2m
wide surrounded by dense vegetation and it at its narrowest point is only 0.8m wide. This path leads to an existing
0.9m wide bridge over an existing stream.

Figure 8: Existing public footpath

Figure 9: Existing bridge
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After the bridge the route crosses the Lappa Valley Railway and then faces a 10m level difference to reach the top
of the embankment at East Wheal Rose.

Figure 10: Lappa Valley Railway

Figure 11: Level difference from top of
embankment

The route continues along East Wheal Rose public right of way which crosses an old landfill site, where mine shafts
are present. The current PRoW is not surfaced with a smooth surfacing material, is only made of existing ground
material. Following a steep downhill, the route reaches a farm track and crosses it towards a wooded area. The
existing path through this area is of difficult access due to the dense vegetation and the changes in path levels.

Figure 12: Path through East Wheal Rose (landfill
area)

Figure 13: Route across existing wooded area
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2.1.4

NC-03: Farm Track/Halt Road junction

Once the path reaches an extensive area of farmland, the route will deviate south on an uphill climb until Halt Road,
where it will follow the road in parallel to the east until it reaches a junction with an existing open farm track which
leads to Carland Cross windfarm.

Figure 14: Existing farm track/Halt Road junction
2.1.5

NC-04: Farm track and Carland Cross windfarm

The existing farm track varies in width from 4m to 1.4m (average width is approximately 3m) at a pinch point and
existing surface is unbound and is used by farm truck vehicles. It follows a steep gradient of an average gradient
of 12%. The farm track is bounded by hedges and Cornish hedges on the southern section, in the vicinity of Carland
Cross windfarm.
At the southern end of the farm track, the route enters into Carland Cross windfarm. The existing path comprised
of a 4 to 7.5m wide unbound surfaced track bounded by grass verge on the western side and hedges on the
northern side. The path narrows down to 4m and it splits into two separate paths to reach Carland Cross
roundabout.

Figure 15: Existing steep farm track

Figure 16: Carland Cross windfarm
AECOM
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2.2 Route Proposals
Based on the sections described above, the following concept proposals were developed. The design drawings
referred in this section can be found in Appendix B.
2.2.1

NC-01: St Newlyn East and Halt Road

The proposed interventions along the first section of the cycle route consist of improvements to the surfacing and
legibility of the route.
It is proposed to resurface the existing granular material section with 250mm of asphalt construction subject to
results from cores and CPT tests. As the existing section is 4.5m wide, it is considered acceptable for a shared use
route. Also, on this section new gullies will be provided to catch the runoff from the new impermeable area
(approximately 270m2).
As shown in drawing EDG1649-CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D-0002, wayfinding signs and cycle symbols will also be
provided to guide cyclists along the route. This will be the only intervention along the residential estate roads, as
the existing pavement is in good condition.
Halt Road interventions consists of carriageway resurfacing, wayfinding and change in speed limit.
The carriageway resurfacing is motivated by the existing pavement condition, which appeared to be deteriorated
as shown in section 2.1. In order to provide a good riding surface, it is proposed to plane off 40mm of the existing
surface course and followed by 40mm inlay. However, this treatment is subject to results from cores, to identify if
there are any underlying failures on the pavement which will require a more extensive treatment. These proposals
are illustrated in design drawing EDG1649-CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D-0003.
The speed limit changes from 30mph to national speed limit north of Ventonarren Vean. It is proposed to extend
the existing 30mph along Halt Road until its junction with Ventonarrem Farm track, as this section will be part of an
on-carriageway cycle route.
2.2.2

NC-01: Ventonarren Farm track to Nanhellan Cottage

The proposals along this section include localised carriageway widening, carriageway resurfacing and wayfinding.
As this section of route will be shared with farm vehicles, it is necessary to provide safe passing spaces for cyclists.
The locations identified as potential passing spaces are shown in drawing EDG1649-CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D0004 and EDG1649-CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D-0005. These have been proposed at areas where overgrown
vegetation can be removed and there is an existing landscaped area between the farm track and the Cornish
hedge.
The construction of these passing spaces will consist of full carriageway construction of 600mm subject to results
from site investigations on subgrade CBR. The carriageway will be widened by a maximum of 1.4m at these
locations – at a spacing of approximately 300m.
The existing carriageway will be resurfaced with 40mm asphalt inlay subject to cores on the condition of pavement.
As the route approaches the sharp bend at Nanhellan Cottage, it is proposed to provide convex mirrors to improve
visibility of cyclists, together with cycle symbols to warn drivers of the presence of cyclists.
The existing pavement surface will be cleaned from leaves and debris to provide a smooth riding surface until the
start of the public footpath section.

AECOM
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2.2.3

NC-02: Public Right of Way across Lappa Valley Railway and East Wheal Rose

The proposals along the Prow have been divided into sub-sections and the proposals are shown in drawings
EDG1649-CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D-0006 and EDG1649-CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D-0007
-

Cornish hedge: The path starts to the east of the farm track past Nanhellan Cottage, along what appears to be a Cornish hedge. This Cornish hedge will be widened, along with vegetation clearance
(including the removal of several trees) is required to achieve a 3m shared use path. The extents
of the Cornish Hedge and the pre-soil treatment will need to be determined following geotechnical and
geological investigations, due to the soft nature of existing ground and presence of water. The path surfacing will be changed to asphalt surfacing instead of unbound granular material to provide a better
riding surface. However, the final material specification will be decided at a later design stage.

-

Bridge: The existing 0.9m wide bridge across the stream will need to be replaced by a standard bridge
3.5m wide in accordance with DMRB BD29/17: Design Criteria for Footbridges. An optioneering report for
the bridge was prepared and is included in Appendix C. The main options considered with their
advantages and disadvantages are summarised below:

Deck

Construction Suitability

Option

Type

Option C

Steel Modular Meet and exceed Deck
Deck

for Buildability

Cost

Environment

Maintenance

users

requirements
BD29/17.

standard £95,000

in design.
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Can challenge

support

to

traffic provide access to

loading

Heaviest

of

solutions.

deck Easy to inspect
Involves and

maintain.

significant widening of Steel
access

routes
of

to

and treated

be
to

lorry-mounted

conditioning

hard prevent

trains

standing. Largest visual corrosion
impact
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Vierendeel

Very

Steel Truss

option.

popular Trusses can be £90,000
Available spliced to allow for

in
dimensions
required
BD29/17

exact access. Site work
involves

Hard standing required Easy to inspect
for pre-assembly and and

maintain.

final erection. Involves Streel

to

working in watercourse. treated

by preassembly,

Moderate visual impact

truss erection and
installation

be
to

prevent
corrosion

of

parapets and deck
Option E

Steel/timber

Popular

combined

Available in exact spliced to allow for

for pre-assembly and inspection and

deck

dimensions

final erection. Involves maintenance

required
BD29/17

option. The girders can be £85,000
access. Site work
by involves

working in watercourse.

preassembly,
girder

Hard standing required Difficult

Lowest visual impact

erection

and installation of
parapets and deck
Option F

Fibre

Popular

reinforced

Available in exact lorry.

polymer

dimensions

bridge

required
BD29/17

option. Deck supplied in a £105,000

Lightest

Site

work

solutions.

to

deck

widening

limited
by erection

installation

of

deck FRP is the most
Require durable of the

of

access materials

routes and conditioning considered.
and

parapets

of hard standing. No Little
works in watercourse. maintenance
Moderate visual impact

Table 1: Bridge design options
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-

However, the solution on the bridge abutments will be subject results from geotechnical investigation, and
the construction solution will depend on machinery and plant requirements, as due to the difficult access
the choices will be limited. Liaison with Environment Agency will be required. As in the previous section of
this PRoW, several trees will be removed, and vegetation clearance will be required.

-

Lappa Valley Railway: The route crosses at level with the Lappa Valley Railway. This may result in conflict
of cyclists with the railway as there is no physical barrier segregating both. A continuous embankment with
an underpass could be provided from the bridge to the top of East Wheal Rose embankment to avoid the
need of a level crossing. However, given the space constraints and land availability it is not considered a
feasible option. In order to mitigate risks of collision a change in the surface of the railway crossing with
STRAIL panels or similar could be provided, together with warning signs and markings on both sides. In
addition to this, a barrier could be installed at the shared use cycle track.

-

East Wheal Rose: there is a 10m level difference between the Lappa Valley Railway and the top of landfill
on East Wheal Rose over 50m length, the gradient for a direct cycle route would have sections with an
average gradient of 20% and localised over 30% both sections over 20m long. The gradient will also be
steeper than 12% for the remaining 30m. These gradients are not acceptable for a cycle route and so the
proposals include a series of switchbacks to achieve a maximum gradient of 5%. The overall length of
route necessary to achieve this gradient is approximately 350m. This has an impact on the amount of land
required to provide this cycle route outside of the current PRoW (approximately 30m to the west and 60m
to the south).

-

Once the route re-joins the public right of way, this will follow the existing alignment. The existing path will
be widened to 3m and will require a full asphalt cycleway/footway construction. The full construction will
comprise of 235mm of asphalt layers and Type 1 subbase. However, the material specification at this
stage is indicative only. Discussions with Cornwall Council and CORMAC will be undertaken in the next
design stages to agree surfacing specifications for the different sections of the route, to keep consistency
with the local character of the area and the other routes. The depth of the subbase will depend on the
geotechnical investigations of the existing subgrade. As this section is an existing sealed landfill, and there
are potential contamination risks it is considered important to minimise the amount of excavation. Liaison
with the Environment Agency and Cornwall Council to understand the maximum depth of construction to
leave the seal undisturbed is required. Contamination testing is required prior to the development of
detailed proposals at this location. This forms part of the geotechnical investigation that has been
commissioned.

-

Also, as there are old mine shafts in the vicinity of the route detailed investigations are required prior to
start construction and finalise design proposals.

-

Towards the end of the East Wheal Rose landfill, the proposed shared use cycle track crosses an existing
track to continue along the wooded area. On this last section on the landfill the gradient is steep, an
average 14% over 40m. As this gradient is not acceptable for the cycle route, a few switchbacks are
required at this location which increase the length of the route to by approximately 100m. As on the
northern section, this will have an impact on the amount of land take required outside of the existing PRoW
(30m to the east and 45m to the north). At the bottom of the slope the cycle track will be positioned
perpendicular to the road track, and together with warning signs cyclists will cross to the wooded area
section.

-

The cycle route across the wooded area will require the removal of existing vegetation to provide a 3m
wide shared use track. The construction of this track will require the same depth as previous sections:
235mm of asphalt layers (subject to final materials specification) and subject to CBR values resulting from
geotechnical investigations. This section comprises over 100m of route until the farmland to the east. The
3m cycle track will run in parallel to the fence towards the south across the farmland. The construction will
be as per previous sections subject to results from site investigations. Once the route reaches Halt Road,
it will run in parallel with existing carriageway until the farm access. Given the existing level difference
between the existing farm and Halt Road (between 1.5m to 2m) earthworks to regrade the area in the
vicinity of the gate will be required. In addition to this the farm gate will be relocated further north. At this
location the proposed cycle track will intersect with Halt Road and the existing farm track junction.

AECOM
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2.2.4

NC-03: Farm Track/Halt Road junction

It is proposed to reduce the speed limit at this junction to 40mph and introduce high friction surface treatment 50m
either side of the junction along Halt Road and with cycles crossing warning signs. The approaches towards Halt
Road from the existing farm track and the new cycle route will be provided with give way road markings.
The existing farm track is on a steep slope. The first section, from Halt Road to the farm building to the south, has
an average gradient of 12% (30m level difference over 250m). In order to prevent the risk of high speeds cyclists
entering the road inadvertently, it is proposed to provide a farm gate across the track – 20m setback to the south
from the mouth of the junction – to provide a chicane effect for cyclists. The existing farm track will need to be
diverted for cyclists along 35m (15m of land take to the west of existing track are required) in order to achieve a
shallower gradient (maximum 5%) on the approach to the junction. Regrading of the existing western farm entrance
will also be required to achieve desired gradient. The proposals for this junction are shown in drawing EDG1649CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D-0007.
2.2.5

NC-04: Farm Track and Carland Cross windfarm

As mentioned in the previous section, the average gradient on the track is 9% (from Halt Road to Carland Cross
windfarm), with a maximum of 15% on the first section of the route. The track will be resurfaced to an asphalt
carriageway specification. The overall construction thicknesses will be 250mm. This assumes that existing subbase
CBR is suitable for large farm vehicles which currently use the road. On this basis the current farm track will be
widened to achieve a minimum 4m wide throughout. The widened areas will be subject to full carriageway
construction (total construction 600mm subject to results from ground investigations). However, in order to achieve
this a small section of land take will be required, and also the relocation of a section of Cornish hedge (maximum
210m).
The drainage design along this area formed of currently permeable surfacing, which will change to impermeable
together with steep gradient, will be developed during the preliminary design stage. It is assumed that the water
runoff will be collected prior to reaching Halt Road junction – and attenuated before infiltrating it to existing ground.
Infiltration tests at different locations together with trial pits/CPT testing have been requested as part of the
geotechnical investigation scope. The design will be finalised and detailed following that information.
The proposals along Carland Cross comprise of the resurfacing of 4m wide section of existing track, with 250mm
deep asphalt construction, to provide asphalt surfacing for cycle track. However, as this path will also be used by
heavy vehicles, the construction specification will be asphalt carriageway. The asphalt carriageway will consist of
the upper layers as it is assumed that the existing subbase will withstand the traffic loading. The proposed surfaced
area will be bound by concrete edgings to provide a smooth and regular cycle track. The current proposals will
finish immediately to the north of the existing Carland Cross roundabout and will connect to the new junction design
that will be delivered as part of the A30 dualling scheme. The proposals along this section are shown in drawings
EDG1649-CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D-0008 to EDG1649-CSL-HKF-CSI_WP2-DR-D-0011.
All these proposals will require geotechnical investigations to be carried out and so some of the interventions would
potentially change based on the results obtained.
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Route Section

Advantages

Disadvantages

NC-01

Follows existing quiet residential streets

Shared route with motorised vehicles

Low construction cost
Low environmental impact
NC-02

Traffic free route

Restricted access and buildability issues

Connectivity with other cycle routes

Ecological and environmental impact
High construction cost
Land take required

NC-03

Direct crossing

No priority for cyclists

Low construction cost

Land take required

Reduced traffic speeds
NC-04

Directness of route

Potential land take required

Low construction cost

Discomfort for cyclists due to steep gradient
Shared use with farm vehicles

Table 2: Summary of proposals
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3. Alternative Routes
3.1 Description of alternative design options
In order to explore potential alternatives to avoid the issues identified in the previous sections, the following
alternative routes have been reviewed, analysed and considered. A plan showing the alternative routes in
conjunction with the original proposed route (Option 1) described in section 2, is shown in Figure 20.
3.1.1

NC-01 (Option 2): On road section on St Newlyn East and Halt Road and off road from
Ventonarren farm

An alternative design option for this first section of the cycle route, will be to direct cyclists from The Cross, via
Churchtown to join Halt Road, instead of using the new housing estate residential roads.
The on-road section along Halt Road will continue as per described in section 2.2 until Ventonarren Farm access
track. At this location a new 3.5m segregated cycle track could be provided across the farm field, running in parallel
to the existing farm road and re-joining the carriageway through the field gate north of Nanhellan Cottage.
The disadvantages of these alternative options are the lack of visibility along Churchtown/Halt Road junction as it
forms a 90-degree bend around the corner of property number 2, in Churchtown. During the site visit, large vehicles
were observed driving very fast around this corner, despite the lack of visibility. This route presents a danger to any
vulnerable road users, including cyclists, as they may not be seen by speeding vehicles around this bend and
resulting in a collision. which may result in collision risks between cyclists and vehicles.
Another impact from this option will be the requirement of land take from private owners and negotiations. There is
a risk that this land would not be available and hence this proposal not being feasible.
This alternative is shown in blue on the map included in Figure 20 below.

Figure 17: Limited visibility at Churchtown
3.1.2

NC-02: On road section to tie-in with Perranporth to Newquay cycle route

The alternative option for this section of route has been developed to avoid the issues and constraints along the
PRoW as described in the previous section, especially at the stream crossing, at Lappa Valley Railway interface
and the level difference to East Wheal Rose.
In this alternative, the cycle route will continue on road from the end of NC-01 until the end of the farm road, where
it intersects with Halt Road. This on road section will be resurfaced to achieve a smooth riding surface. This
additional on carriageway section of route will be shared with vehicles, however, the level of traffic along this road
AECOM
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is very low. In addition to this, given the width restrictions, vehicles are not likely to speed, and for most of the route,
forward visibility is good for the expected travelling speed.
The route will then connect with the Perranporth to Newquay cycle route. In order to achieve this, a new cycle
bridge will be provided from the farm road, over the Lappa Valley play / picnic area to the Perranporth to Newquay
cycle route.

Figure 18: Existing farm track south of PRoW

Figure 19: Location of new bridge across Lappa
Valley Railway

The route will then follow the same alignment as the Perranporth to Newquay route until it reaches a wooded area
adjacent to the farm land located to the east of East Wheal Rose. From this point, the Perranporth to Newquay
route will continue to the north, and St Newlyn East to Carland cross will continue south. The route will consist of
a 3m shared use cycle track/footpath constructed as described in section 2.2 above. The route will continue as
segregated track running parallel to Halt Road until its junction with the farm access track, as per previous proposal.
The main advantage of this option is that it avoids the access and buildability issues, together with the
environmental impact present on the original proposal. In addition, this option will allow connectivity with
Perranporth to Newquay cycle route, and shared alignment along East Wheal Rose, which will reduce overall
construction costs.
On the other hand, the main disadvantage of this option is the shared section with live traffic. However, given the
low level of existing traffic using this road and the likely low speeds, the risk of conflicts between cyclists and
vehicles is considered to be minimal.
This alternative section is shown in green in map on Figure 20 below.
3.1.3

NC-04: Route through Newlyn Downs SSSI

An alternative route to avoid the steep gradient on the farm access would be to access an existing track across
Newlyn Downs SSSI to the west of the original proposal access track. The average gradient is approximately 3.5%
along this route. However, the maximum gradient along this route reaches 14% along a small stretch (less than 5
metres). The section leading towards Carland Cross roundabout has an average gradient of 6.5% over
approximately 750m. The maximum gradient on this section exceeds 7% -8% along 150m.
The proposals comprise of widening of existing tracks to 3m and construction of new sections of track with smooth
finished surface. The route finishes at Carland Cross roundabout approaching it from the west.
The main benefit of this option relates to comfort for cyclists due to the average gradient. However, it is a less direct
route and will require additional land take and new infrastructure. As mentioned above, this route will run through
Newlyn Downs SSSI. This presents a major risk for this option to be viable, due to the visual intrusion caused by
widened tracks and new tracks for cyclists and the necessary land negotiations to build the route across the SSSI.
This alternative section is shown in yellow on map in Figure 20 below.
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Figure 20: Main route and alternative routes
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4. Additional Links
Potential additional links that could enhance the scheme would be to link end of route at Carland Cross with
Mitchell. This is due to the dualling scheme taking longer to implement than the cycle route.
This new link would connect Carland Cross windfarm to Mitchell by using the existing underpass on the A30. This
underpass could be converted into a shared use facility and also the existing farm track leading to it.
The section between Carland Cross and the existing path runs along the edge of existing farmland, north of the
A30. A new 3m shared use cycle track could be provided for approximately 685m. This would require land take
from the land owner or an agreement to be entered into. This route would also require vegetation removal.
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Figure 21: Additional cycle link from Carland Cross to Mitchell
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5. Summary and Recommendations
A summary of the advantages and disadvantages for the different proposals described in sections 2 and 3 and
shown in Figure 20 above, is included in Table 3 below:
Route Section

Option

Advantages

Disadvantages

NC-01

Option 1

Follows existing quiet residential streets

Shared route with motorised vehicles

Low construction cost
Low environmental impact
Option 2

Traffic free route between Ventonarren Farm and Shared route with motorised vehicles
Nanhellan Cottage
Speeding traffic/lack of visibility
Land

take

Ventonarren

required
Farm

between

and Nanhellan

Cottage
NC-02

Option 1

Traffic free route

Restricted

access

and

buildability

issues
Connectivity with other cycle routes
Ecological and environmental impact
High construction cost
Land take required
Option 2

Low traffic volumes and speeds

Shared route with motorised vehicles

Low construction cost

Moderate environmental impact

Connectivity with other cycle routes
NC-03

Direct crossing

No priority for cyclists

Low construction cost

Land take required

Reduced traffic speeds
NC-04

Option 1

Directness of route

Potential land take required

Low construction cost

Discomfort for cyclists due to steep
gradient
Shared use with farm vehicles

Option 2

Medium gradient along route (less discomfort for Land availability issues
cyclists)
Ecological and environmental impact
through SSSI

Table 3: Summary of advantages and disadvantages of route options
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Based on the above discussion it is recommended that the following proposals are taken forward to next design
phase. The final recommended route is shown in Figure 22 below and is included in Appendix D.
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Figure 22: Final recommended route
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5.1.1

NC-01 St Newlyn East/ Halt Road:

-

On carriageway shared use route along residential estate roads and Halt Road

-

Improvements to pavement

-

Wayfinding

-

Relocation of speed limit change beyond Ventonarren Farm

-

Provision of safe passing spaces along Ventonarren – Nanhellan Cottage farm access

5.1.2

NC-02 East Wheal Rose:

As described above, the proposals along this section of the route present several challenges regarding
environment, buildability and cost. Given the proximity and shared use section of Newquay to Perranporth cycle
route, it is considered that the option to divert route via farm access to the south until intersects with Halt Road and
Newquay to Perranporth proposals, is the design option that should be developed at the next stage.
The interventions proposed for this section are:
-

Carriageway resurfacing

-

Localised widening to provide safe passing spaces

-

New bridge to connect path to Newquay to Perranporth Route over Lappa Valley Railway.

-

The proposals along East Wheal Rose will be the Newquay to Perranporth route interventions until the
end of the wooded area.

-

From the end of the wooded area to Halt Road, the recommended proposal consists of a 3m shared use
track towards the south, and parallel to Halt Road to the east until farm track junction.

5.1.3

NC-03 Halt Road/Farm track junction:

The recommended interventions include:
-

Provision of warning signs and change in speed limit to maximum 40mph

-

High friction surfacing on the approaches

-

Chicane on the farm track to slow cyclists down (land take required)

5.1.4

NC-04 Farm track/Carland Cross

-

Carriageway reconstruction

-

Localised widening to achieve 4m and resurfacing of 4m section along Carland Cross wind farm.

-

Relocation of Cornish hedge to avoid pinch point
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